Rising to the Challenge: Nursing Leadership via Nurse-Led Service Provision for Chronic Disease Management and Prevention
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Abstract All nations are currently challenged by the increasing prevalence of non-communicable and chronic disease [1]. In Australia, by 2051, over 50% of the population over 50 will have a chronic disease [2]. In addition to increased levels of chronic disease, services will be stretched through workforce shortages, and government policies to provide greater access to services. Within the United States of America demand for primary care services will further increased by the passage and progressive implementation of the Affordable Care Act (ACA), which expands Medicaid coverage to millions of low-income Americans [3]. Given the increasing levels of disease burden, all staff, not just doctors, need to be viewed as part of the solution and encouraged to innovate and search for better and more affordable ways of delivering effective and appropriate care [4]. Globally, nurses are the largest and most accessible cohort within the health workforce. It is not surprising; therefore, that increasing reference to nurse-led services is present within the literature. This paper reports the findings of a focused literature review aimed at identifying the range of leadership skills and attributes required of nurses involved in the leading roles in the provision of nurse-led services and the management of nurse-led clinics. The implications for nursing education are highlighted and discussed.
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1. Introduction

Nurses have played an important support role in the provision of primary health care in across the globe. However with the increase in the burden of disease through chronic illness and workforce shortages and substitution, nurses will need to play a more active and pivotal role in service provision in the decades ahead. The future burden of disease and the pressure this will put on health systems is stark. It is estimated that over three-quarters of the global burden of disease by 2020 will be chronic disease, with over 60% from cardiovascular disease and Type 2 diabetes [5]. Furthermore, projections suggest that in Australia by 2051, over 50% of the population over 50 will have a chronic disease [2].

Additionally, the literature reports that worldwide obesity has doubled since 1980. In 2008, there were over 1.4 billion people over the age of 20 classified as overweight, with 500 million of these classified as obese. Obesity raises the risk factors of chronic diseases such as cardiovascular disease and stroke and diabetes [6].

Adding to the growing primary health care service requirement that the increased chronic disease will need, medical services are struggling to meet this demand. In Australia, the medical workforce projections for General Practitioners will be unable to meet the growing demand of chronic disease [7]. Similarly, the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare [8, p498] reported that in 2010, 24% of General Practitioner workforce was over 55. The over 55-year age group is expected to be a growing percentage of the medical workforce over the next decade. In Australia, sufficient medical practitioner numbers are threatened by increasing feminisation of the workforce, medical globalization and increased consumer demand [9]. The general practice workforce is likely to face continued chronic shortages and this will put pressure on the community’s expectation for accessible primary health care [10]. In countries such as the United Kingdom, service provision gaps have appeared that are being filled by nurse-led services in part due to ‘the roll out of the European Working Time Directive, limiting the number of hours doctors can work to 48 hours each week.’ [11,p32].

Changes to health policy is also having an impact on the ability to service the chronic disease needs of the community. The introduction of the Affordable Care Act in the United
States will see an additional 32 million low and middle income people being covered by health insurance [12]. A large percentage of these patients will be requiring primary health care services in an already stretched health care system.

These estimates of future largely preventable disease presents a challenge to conventional approaches to primary health care in terms of patient expectations, access to services and adequately qualified staff to service this growing health need. These factors have seen the emergence of nurse-led services in primary health care.

2. Rise of the Nurse-led Service

Nurse-led services are finding currency in a range of primary care settings due in part to the perfect storm of an increased burden of chronic disease and chronic medical workforce shortages, particularly General Practitioners. Current research argues it is possible to extend the scope of the practice nurse to lead routine clinical management of patients with stable chronic disease [13]. In part, nurse-led services are increasing in legitimacy due positive clinical outcomes and cost effective approaches to patient care.

Dean [14, p.8] found nurse-led care of patients with respiratory disorders reduces Accident and Emergency admission, and in 'several specialties, such as diabetes and epilepsy, nurse-led services were found to be at least cost-effective as those provided by doctors.' Similarly, nurse-led services that delivered lifestyle interventions were effective in reducing risk factors associated with obesity, including weight, blood pressure, cholesterol, dietary and physical activity behaviors [15].

Research into nurse-led care in Australia, showed that nurses provide chronic disease management that is acceptable, feasible and sustainable [16]. Internationally, nurse-led services are proving to be successful alternative approaches to patient care rather than medical-led models. In Thailand, nurse led programs improved satisfaction and decreased symptom development in people with chronic diseases [17]. In the United Kingdom, nurse-led services have benefits beyond direct patient improvements, with nurse-led services having broader benefit to hospitals, GP services and Health Care Trusts in terms of efficiency [18].

With chronic disease placing an increased demand on primary health services coupled with medical workforce challenges worldwide, the literature has shown that nurse-led primary health services offers an effective clinical option for many communities. Delamaire and Lafortune [19, p. 43] argue that ‘advanced practice nurses in different countries can provide equivalent quality of care when compared with that provided by doctors for certain patient groups in primary care and in chronic disease management…’

While it is evident that nurses will require a range of advanced clinical skills to successfully manage the range of activities required within a nurse-led service, there are a range of professional and leadership skills that will be as critical if nurse-led services are to be successful.

Education providers need to increased education and training for nurses emphasising clinical skill development to improve patient outcomes [18]. Developing the technical and clinical skills to effectively manage nurse-led services is an essential component of managing safe, quality primary care services. However, clinical skills will not be enough to ensure sustainable models for nurse-led services. Nurses working in nurse-led services require a range of leadership skills to complement their clinical expertise if they are to remain relevant as front line service providers. There is a real need for strong leadership to ensure success of primary health care nurse-led clinics [20].

To focus the leadership requirements of nurses involved in leading primary care services, a leadership framework provides a useful starting point to highlight the important leadership attributes that will be essential if nurses are to successfully lead clinical services in primary health care. For the purposes of understanding the range of leadership attributes that are essential in the leadership of clinical services, the Health Workforce Australia (HWA) LEADS framework will be used. The Framework provides a usable structure for nurses to develop a range of attributes to support their approach to leading primary health services [21]. The framework provides five distinct but interconnected leadership areas for development, namely Leading Self, Engaging Others, Achieving Outcomes, Driving Innovation and Shaping Systems. These five key leadership areas are as important for nurses leading services in the acute sector as they are for primary health care.

Leading Self

Leading one’s self incorporates the attributes of:
- Self Development;
- Self Awareness;
- Strength of character – integrity and resilience.

To be successful in leading clinical services, nurses will need to continually develop professionally and personally; understand the impact of their practice on those around them and high levels of integrity, ethical conduct and decision making. To improve clinical service provision, nursing staff need to develop strong levels of ethical conduct and decision making in line with consumer expectations [22]. Nurses also need to develop heightened levels of self awareness to ensure they understand the impact they are having on colleagues, other health professionals and the communities they work in. Self awareness and emotional intelligence are strong predictors of leadership potential [23].

Engaging Others

Engaging other clinical staff and consumers is critical to
ensure successful program outcomes. Specific leadership traits in Engaging Others include:

- Values diversity and cultural responsiveness;
- Honest communication;
- Strengthens consumers, colleagues and other by inspiring them to share ideas and information.

The literature clearly demonstrates the importance of communication in not only engaging others but maintaining high levels of workplace and personal morale [24, 25], with communication being essential for the implementation and sustainable of nurse-led services [26].

Achieves Outcomes

Central to successful program delivery is achieving the desired or agreed outcomes. One of the important attributes is to be able to lead a team in achieving the agreed program outcomes. The specific traits identified are being associated with the HWA LEADS Framework includes:

- Influences and communicates the direction;
- Focused and goal oriented;
- Evaluates progress and is accountable for results.

As has been identified in other leadership traits in the HWA LEADS Framework, communication is central to influencing others to achieve the program goals as well as holding others to account for the agreed program outcomes.

Castledine [27, p1115] argues that formal evaluation is essential because nurse-led services ‘disappear because of a lack of evidence as to their value and worth.’ The investment required to implement primary health care programs effectively ‘demands that processes and outcomes are evaluated, measured and reported, to identify their efficacy and acceptability.’ [20, p21].

Drives Innovation

Managing the growing number of consumers requiring clinical interventions for their chronic disease management will require innovative approached to nurse-led services and the ability for the nurse leader to successfully manage the change proves. The three attributes for Driving Innovation include:

- Builds support for change;
- Champions the need for innovation and change;
- Positively contributes to spreading innovation practice.

Nurses that lead clinical services will need to lead the change process through other staff and champion the need for new approaches to clinical service provision.

Shaping Systems

Nurses that lead clinical services will need to develop strong professional partnerships and alliances with other clinicians, community groups and stakeholders to ensure the success of primary health care initiatives. The attributes nurses will need to develop to help shape the health system of the future includes:

- Understands and applies system thinking;
- Engages and partners with communities and consumers;
- Builds alliances.

Engagement and relationship building across professional and community boundaries are essential for successful service implementation and sustainability. Nurses will need to develop leadership based on strong relationships with other clinical and community groups rather than those based on clinical expertise. What will be important for nurses is to develop relational-based leadership characteristics and approaches rather than those that isolate nurses into clinical or program silos [28].

4. Implications for Nursing Education and Professional Development

While it is imperative that nurses develop and maintain advanced clinical skills to ensure safe, quality patient care, nurses cannot forget the importance of developing requisite leadership skills or risk nurse-led services becoming irrelevant or marginalised.

The University sector is well placed to imbibe leadership and management content into undergraduate and postgraduate clinical courses. Nurses require a blend of clinical and non-clinical content that enable graduate and post graduate nurses to appreciate not only the clinical and care skills required but also the ability to successfully communicate and negotiate across clinical groups, managing change in a systematic way, evaluating service outcomes for efficiency and effectiveness, developing and implementing ethical decision making processes, demonstrating self awareness as a clinician and being accountable for the results of the service.

Embedding leadership and management content within nursing degree programs does not absolve nurses from continuing their professional development outside of the confines of a university program. Ongoing relevance and sustainability of nurse-led programs is contingent upon nurses continuing to seek out development opportunities then testing and refining them in practice. Nurses need to move away from historical notions of "heroic" leadership models and embrace more relational-based leadership development that emphasises working collaboratively with other health professionals and consumers using a largely disseminated leadership approach [28]. In doing so, nurses bridge the gap between the traditional medical model of health care and engage consumers more constructively in a partnership based on community need and primary health care.

5. Conclusion

This paper has shown that nurses can be effective in
leading a number of primary care services with an emphasis on chronic disease management. With predictions that chronic disease will place increased pressure on the health system at the same time there is a looming shortage of medical practitioners calls for new approaches to meeting the growing consumer demand.

Nurses are perfectly placed to offer alternative safe, effective and efficient service models into the future in both developed and developing countries. Sustainability and credibility of these services will be as much about clinical competence as it will be about effective leadership of these services. Successful leadership of nurse-run clinical services can provide a cost-effective alternative to the current medically-focused models and provide answers to addressing the future demand for chronic disease management services in primary health care settings.
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